
Best In Class 
Interdisciplinary 
Consulting 
Services
Industry Leading Solutions 
Tailored to Meet Client’s 
Public Safety Needs



Nanticoke Global 
Strategies LLC focuses 
on partnering with our 
clients to effectively 
manage disasters and 
other crises

Nanticoke Global Strategies' (NGS) mission 
is to support clients in strengthening their 
ability to effectively prepare for, prevent, 
mitigate, and if necessary, respond to, and 
recover from disasters, crises, and other 
emergencies

About Us
NGS is an interdisciplinary public safety consultancy 
focused on delivering best-in-class comprehensive 
emergency management, homeland security, business 
continuity services, and supporting management solutions 
to a select group of clients
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Public Safety Challenges in Today’s Complex Threat Climate

Funding Mitigation 
Efforts

Funding is available from 
many sources, including 
federal agencies, through 

complex programs

Building 
Partnerships

A cornerstone of 
effective public safety is 
building private/public 

partnerships

Building All-
Hazards Resiliency

As the concept of 
resiliency is evolving, it 

has different meaning to 
different stakeholders 

Responding to 
Emerging threats, 
including Climate 

Change

Climate change science 
continues to evolve, 

leaving clients unsure 
how to respond

Scarcity of Accurate and Useful 
Data 

Clients often face a lack 
of reliable data 

necessary to drive data 
analytics
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Solutions
A new way to engage with clients and stakeholders 
from across the public safety spectrum
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Solutions

The key to successfully addressing today’s public 
safety challenges is delivering a broad set of 
agile solutions 
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NGS Offers Unique In-House 
Solutions To Meet Today’s 
Public Safety Challenges

Subject Matter 
Expertise

Wrap-Around 
Support Services 

Expertise

Organizational 
Change 

Management

Pursuing New 
Business 

Opportunities

Improve
Resiliency



Collaboration

NGS offers interdisciplinary expertise tightly 
interfaced through its NGC Collaboration Hub to 
meet client’s needs and exceed their expectations
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NGS Delivers Success by 
Identifying Common Goals 
and Harnessing the Power 
of Teaming



Expertise

One key to addressing today’s public safety 
challenges is offering clients interdisciplinary 
expertise
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NGS Offers Interdisciplinary
Expertise 

Homeland 
Security

Emergency 
Management

Business 
Continuity 
Planning

Acquisition 
Management

Program 
Management

Information 
Technology 

Management

Subject Matter Expertise

Support Services Expertise



Resiliency

The US officially recognized resilience in national 
doctrine in the 2017 National Security Strategy, 
which states that we must enhance our resilience 
- which includes the ability to withstand and 
recover rapidly from deliberate attacks, accidents, 
natural disasters, as well as unconventional 
stresses, shocks and threats to our economy and 
democratic system.
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NGS Delivers Resilient 
Solutions

Lifelines / 
Critical 

Infrastructure 

Organizational
Business

CommunityOrganizational 
Government

Resiliency is a rapidly evolving concept and NGS is 
well positioned to provide state-of-the-art 
solutions that meet resiliency goals and objectives



Pursuing New Business 
Opportunities

NGS’s knowledge of government program 
priorities and procurement practices gives our 
clients a clear advantage on successfully pursuing 
new business opportunities 
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NGS Supports Integrated 
Efforts to Win New Work  

Business 
Development

Capture 
Management

Proposal 
Management
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NGS can assist clients in identifying 
solutions that address customer 
needs and create new business 
opportunities.

NGS can assist with the Business 
Development handoff and focus on 
maximizing the probability of winning 
an opportunity by leveraging 
resources, relationships, & processes.

NGS can assist with the Change 
Management handoff and the process 
of producing proposals, including 

, Red, Gold, and White Teaming.



Organizational 
Change Management
A key component of successful public safety 
initiatives is organizational change management 
(OCM). NGS employs strategies and techniques 
to help improve workflow efficiency, team 
effectiveness and customer satisfaction
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NGS Supports Meeting 
Client Organizational 
Change Management Needs
 In establishing a winning strategy for successful 

public safety initiatives, NGS often identifies a 
strong need to undertake OCM. 

 NGS OCM strategies and techniques focus on 
streamlining core business processes to  workflow 
efficiency, team effectiveness and customer 
satisfaction.

 The foundation of NGS’s OCM approach is 
establishing a process that is employee-centric and 
transformational, focused on recognizing and 
elevating core organizational competencies and 
employee engagement and commitment that 
closely aligns with client's priorities.



 NGS’s broad in-house interdisciplinary 
subject expertise is unique in the public 
safety community

 We are experienced leaders who have 
spent decades directing complex and 
highly visible national programs while 
building trusted partnerships

 NGS offers “one-stop shopping” to meet 
clients needs across the public safety 
spectrum 

 We supply talent, capabilities, advisory 
services, and most importantly, invaluable 
insights, to our clients.

 In addition to extensive in-house 
capabilities, NGS has access to a broad 
network of consultants and can scale-up 
to meet client’s time-sensitive needs

Summary

NGS has what is takes to successfully deliver results for 
our clients in the dynamic public safety environment
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Interested in Learning More?

Clifford Oliver Ph.D., CEM, CBCP

Founder and Principal
Dr. Oliver establishes NGS’s strategic 
direction and serves as the NGS Lead 
Technical Authority
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Let’s Chat!

 Explore the impact NGS can 
have on maximizing your 
business potential

 Find out how NGS can meet 
your needs and exceed your 
expectations 



For More Information 

NGS is ready to meet 
your needs and exceed 
your expectations
To learn more about NGS can how we can 
support you:

○ Visit our website 
www.nanticokeglobal.com

○ Contact us at 
coliver@nanticokeglobal.com

○ Call us at (302) 470-0535
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http://www.nanticokeglobal.com/
mailto:coliver@nanticokeglobal.com
http://www.nanticokeglobal.com/


Thank 
You

Clifford Oliver Ph.D., CEM, CBCP

+1 302 470-0535

coliver@Nanticokeglobal.com

http://www.nanticokeglobal.com/

mailto:coliver@Nanticokeglobal.com
http://www.fabrikam.com/
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